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Abstract

In recent years, discourse segmentation has re-
ceived increased attention; however the ma-
jority of studies have focused on written gen-
res and languages with abundant linguistic
resources. This paper investigates discourse
segmentation of a spontaneous speech corpus
in Taiwan Southern Min. We compare fine-
tuning a Language Model (LLM) using two
approaches: supervised, taking advantage of
a high-quality annotated dataset, and weakly-
supervised, which requires only a small amount
of manual labeling. The corpus used here is
transcribed in both Chinese characters and ro-
manized script. This allows us to assess the
impact of the written form on the discourse seg-
mentation task. Moreover, the dataset includes
manual prosodic break labeling, allowing an
exploration of the role prosody can play in
contemporary discourse segmentation systems
grounded in LLMs. In our study, the super-
vised approach outperforms weak-supervision;
the character-based version demonstrates better
scores compared to the romanized version; and
prosodic information proves to be an interest-
ing source to increase discourse segmentation
performance.

1 Introduction

Discourse segmentation consists in breaking down
texts or conversations into functional units that bet-
ter corresponds to participants’ intentions than sen-
tences or simple speech activity chunks. We will
use the term discourse unit (DU) (Asher and Las-
carides, 2003) to designate a minimal speech act or
communicative unit. Each DU corresponds roughly
to a clause-level content that denotes a single fact
or event.

While the segmentation of discourse units (DUs)
in written documents has received a lot of attention
from the discourse and NLP community, the same
cannot be said for the segmentation of spontaneous
speech. In this study, we approach the segmenta-

tion of discourse units in a corpus of spontaneous
speech in Taiwan Southern Min.

Southern Min is a sino-tibetan language spoken
by over 50 million people, and includes Taiwan
Southern Min, which is one of the official language
of Taiwan. We take advantage here of an existing
discourse segmented corpus of spoken interviews
for running discourse segmentation experiments.

We develop DU segmenters based on different
principles and evaluate their performance. More
precisely, we compare fine-tuning an LLM with
hand labeled data vs. employing a data program-
ming approach (Ratner et al., 2017) that requires
only a fraction of annotated data. While fine-tuning
LLMs for language well represented in the LLM
training data proved to be a very efficient solu-
tion (Gravellier et al., 2021; Prevot et al., 2023), it
remains to be seen whether this approach is rele-
vant for languages, particularly their spontaneous
speech variants, less represented in the training
data. Finally, we investigate the impact of using
either romanization or Chinese characters in our
dataset, as well as the potential contribution of
prosody.

2 Related Work

In recent years, there has been a renewed interest in
discourse parsing and discourse unit segmentation
within the NLP community. As in other subdo-
mains, Large Language Models have proven highly
beneficial and allowed to reach unprecedented
scores for these tasks. However, discourse segmen-
tation within these deep learning approaches has
been applied to only a few langauges, until the re-
cent initiative of DISRPT campaigns started (Zeldes
et al., 2019, 2021; Braud et al., 2023). The work
conduced within the framework of these campaigns
has equipped the community with a set of powerful
tools and frameworks to perform DU segmentation
using these contemporary approaches.
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As discussed in Braud et al. (2023), even for
written genres, discourse segmentation perfor-
mance drops in languages other than English and
when gold sentences are not given, due to sentence
segmenters being far from perfect (Braud et al.,
2017). Considering spontaneous conversational
speech, the related tasks of dialogue-act segmen-
tation and tagging yiels various interpretation
regarding the definition of base units. For instance,
some models explain that dialogue acts being
multi-functional, several segmentations can be
considered depending on the aspects of dialogue
being considered at the time of segmentation
(Petukhova et al., 2011).

A recent trend involves approaching discourse
segmentation with sequential models over contex-
tual embeddings (Wang et al., 2018; Muller et al.,
2019). Turning specifically to spontaneous speech
discourse segmentation, (Gravellier et al., 2021)
applied a weak-supervision approach (Ratner
et al., 2017) and reached an f-score of 73.7 while
having access to gold turn segmentation. More
specifically, manual heuristic rules, including some
rules exploiting the discourse segmentation model
trained on a written dataset (Muller et al., 2019),
were created to annotate noisily the entire dataset.
This noisy data was then used to fine-tune an LLM,
BERT (Devlin et al., 2018) in that case. In Prevot
et al. (2023), a larger amount of manual annotation
allowed to compare fine-tuning with larger amount
of training data and a weakly-supervised approach.
For this French dataset, it was concluded that
more than 7000 annotated DUs were required
in the supervised training approach to beat the
weakly-supervised approach (f-score: 70.6).
When more data was used, supervised fine-tuning
reached slightly higher scores (f-score: 73.9).
These f-score results are 10− 15% than the scores
obtained on written genress, which is expected
as sentence splitters leveraging punctuation
provide substantial assistance for discourse unit
segmentation. In speech, particularly spontaneous
interactional speech, pauses are useful but are by
far less reliable in predicting discourse units since
they are involved in many other dimensions and
are subject to significant inter-individual variability.
Recently Metheniti et al. (2023)1, an improvement
over Muller et al. (2019) has been developed,
allowing to reach new state-of-the-art results for

1Code at https://github.com/phimit/jiant/

discourse segmentation in various languages. Our
paper reuses the technical framework of this paper.

Segmenting speech into Discourse and Prosodic
units has been the focus of numerous studies
across various languages, including high-resource
languages like English (Hirschberg and Grosz,
1992; Hirschberg and Nakatani, 1996), Dutch
(Swerts, 1997), French or Mandarin (Degand
and Simon, 2009; Prévot et al., 2015) as well as
low-resource languages (Mettouchi and Vanhove,
2021). Discourse-prosodic interface research
has also been developed for better understanding
turn-taking mechanisms (Hu and Degand, 2023;
Botinis et al., 2007). The deep connection between
discourse and prosody has led researchers to ex-
plore prosodic cues for discourse tasks with some
success (Pierrehumbert and Hirschberg, 1990;
Shriberg et al., 2000). However, to our knowledge,
there are no studies in which modern LLM-based
systems described above, which achieve high
scores based solely on transcripts, have benefited
from incorporating acoustic-prosodic cues. An
interesting attempt was made in (Gravellier et al.,
2021), which validated the weak-supervision
approach exploiting silent pauses among other
elements, but the results did not improve with the
inclusion of other acoustic-prosodic features. This
is likely due to (i) the already high scores obtained
from text alone, which would require cues coming
from other sources to yield very high precision;
and (ii) to the challgenge of automatic extracting
reliable prosodic cues, such as speech rate, pitch or
even intensity, from conversational speech.

Discourse Studies on Southern Min (and related
language like Hakka or Cantonese) have focused on
final particles (Lien, 1988; Li, 1999; Fung, 2000;
Chappell, 2019), which can carry an interesting
range or semantic and pragmatic functions. More-
over, there have been specific corpus studies ex-
amining discourse markers in Taiwan Southern
Min (Chang, 2002, 2008; Chang and Hsieh, 2017).
However, to the best of our knowledge, there has
been no attempt to automatically segment discourse
units in this language.

Additionally, there have been specific corpus
studies examining (Chang, 2002, 2008; Chang and
Hsieh, 2017). However, to the best of our knowl-
edge, there has been no attempt to automatically
segment discourse units in this language.
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3 Dataset

3.1 Base data

The discourse segmentation data used in this paper
comes from an 8-hour corpus of monologue-like
spontaneous speech elicited in sociolinguistic
interviews as part of a larger project that collected
Min-Mandarin bilingual speech recordings all
over Taiwan between 2004 and 2010 (Wang and
Fon, 2013; Fon, 2004). This subset of the corpus,
also used in phonetic studies on phenomena
including pre-boundary lengthening (Wang, 2023,
2022; Wang and Fon, 2012) and tone sandhi
(Chen, 2018), contained speech materials from
16 speakers, who each contributed around 30
minutes of recording. The speakers were evenly
split in gender and two age groups (old and
young). At the time of recording, the old speakers
were between 50-65 years old, and the young
speakers were between 20-35 years old. Due to
the original recording setup, the transcripts only
focused on speech from the interviewee, with the
interviewer’s turns being labeled with a ‘turn’
token. The transcripts follow the convention used
in a dictionary 2 administered by the Ministry
of Education in Taiwan, along with a romanized
version. The transcripts were aligned with the
recordings at the syllable level using EasyAlign
(Goldman, 2011) with manual corrections from a
trained phonetician. During the manual correction
process, pauses annotation was incorporated in
the transcripts that are used in this study. In
addition to pauses, the corpus also contains
annotations on prosodic breaks, with a main goal
of identifying the presence of two levels of breaks
(intonational phrases and intermediate phrases),
as well as breaks resulted in from hesitations and
disfluencies. Data from two of the speakers were
used to calculated cross-labeller agreement (kappa:
0.86). We observe that although done completely
independently discourse and prosodic units exhibit
a relationship : 45% of the prosodic breaks are
also discourse breaks while 82% of the discourse
breaks also correspond to a prosodic break.

Due to the lack of widely available text-
processing tools in this language, dictionary-based
method was used to perform word segmentation
(maximal length matching) and POS tagging, the
latter of which follows a multihot format, i.e., a

2https://sutian.moe.edu.tw/zh-hant/

Figure 1: DU lengths in tokens.

word that is ambiguous between multiple POS tags
according to the dictionary is annotated as ‘1’ for
all those tags.

The corpus contains 88.5K words at the word
level with pause (#) and specific interviewer turn
symbols included.

3.2 Discourse Segmentation Annotation

The corpus contains annotation of discourse units,
which are defined as units that contain a verb and its
core arguments, a criterion that is also used in other
studies on the interaction between discourse and
prosody (e.g., (Chen and Tseng, 2019; Prévot et al.,
2015)). Crucially, discourse annotation in this cor-
pus was performed independently from the record-
ings, i.e., the annotators only saw the transcripts,
with turn information but no precise timing infor-
mation, when they performed the task. Similarly to
the prosodic labeling, two annotators labeled tran-
scripts from two of the speakers for examination
of interlabeller agreement (kappa: 0.96), and one
annotator labeled the remaining transcripts. See
Table 1 for examples of discourse units.

Disfluencies were not segmented apart and were
instead included within discourse units. Discourse
labellers had access to gold turn segmentation but
were not told to use them systematically. As a
result a few discourse units manually labeled span
over more than one turn.

Taking a more quantitative perspective, the dis-
tribution of the annotated discourse units lengths
in terms of tokens is provided in 1. We can see
a fairly balanced distribution of lengths that are
shorter than 10 tokens with a mean of 7.5 tokens
per discourse unit. Truly conversational corpora
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char: [其實 # 我 相信] [別人 會使] # [咱 就 一定 會使]
roman: [ki5-sit8 # goa2 siong-sin3] [pat-lang5 e7-sai2] [lan2 to it-teng7 e7-sai2]
gloss: [actually (pause) I believe] [others can] [we PART must can]
trans: [‘actually I believe’] [‘(if) others can (do it)’] [‘we must be able to (do it as well)’]

Table 1: Examples of three discourse units. Note how the pause (#) may occur within a discourse unit

tend to present a different bimodal distribution with
a mode of very short units (made of 1 token) cor-
responding to feedback and back-channels and a
second mode of units made of 4-6 tokens. The
dataset here is a corpus of interviews for which
only the interviewee is transcribed. While being
truly spontaneous, this explains why there are less
extremely short interactional units as well why the
mode of the distribution includes longer lengths
than purely dialogic genres.

4 Methodology / Experiments

The corpus includes interviews of 16 speakers.
We made 8 folds composed of two speakers each
and ran a cross-validation over the 8 folds with
different test / dev / train splits. Given our corpus,
this is a method that maximizes the distance
between training and testing data.

Two main approaches are evaluated for seg-
menting automatically our dataset : (i) directly
fine-tuning a LLMs with all the data at our disposal
(in a supervised way) (Supervised setting), (ii)
create a noisily annotated datasets thanks to
manual heuristic rules (See Figure 2) and a model
to combine them.

More specifically, we used ROBERTA (Liu
et al., 2019) and the framework fine-tuning it was
DISCUT (Metheniti et al., 2023), grounded in
JIANT environment (Pruksachatkun et al., 2020).

The weak-supervision framework uses SKWEAK

(Lison et al., 2021) rather than SNORKEL (Ratner
et al., 2017). SKWEAK natively allows the model
to exploit the sequential nature of our task. On the
technical side, SKWEAK relies on SPACY (Honni-
bal and Montani, 2017) documents. In order to
keep all the relevant information (timing, pos-tags,
prosody labels) linked to the tokens and to use
them in the labeling rules, we made use of SPACY

extensions attributes.
In the weak supervised approach, we use

SKWEAK’s ability to build a generative model

name label conflict precision recall
#_begpos BDU 0.14 0.86 0.19

turn BDU 0.16 0.84 0.11
beg_char BDU 0.25 0.75 0.21

conj BDU 0.36 0.64 0.24

Table 2: Profiles for a few labeling rules

from noisy labels provided by the labeling rules.
SKWEAK allows to choose an HMM to perform
this sequence labeling task. While this approach
can be adopted without annotated data, a small
development set is useful for testing and crafting
the heuristic labeling rules. We can decide more
efficiently which manual rules should be retained,
dropped or improved thanks to the metrics that
are computed on the development set. Besides
precision, recall and f-score, overlaps and conflicts
(with other rules) metrics are also useful to take
decisions over the usage of these rules (See table 2).

To summarize, the weakly supervised approach
is performed as follows:

1. write the labeling rules (See Figure 2) ;

2. apply and evaluate them on the dev set (iter-
ate with the previous step until satisfied with
labeling rules profiles on dev set) (See pro-
files in Table 2);

3. apply the labeling rules to the train set;

4. fit the HMM SKWEAK (rules aggregation)
model;

5. apply the resulting model to the test set.

For the time being, the labeling rules crafted
are extremely simple. They are using (i) pause
duration and turn information; (ii) frequent tokens
present at discourse boundaries; (iii) POS-tags over-
represented at discourse boundaries. Moreover,
manually annotated prosodic units boundaries are
included in the dataset and we use them for some
experiments. As mentioned above, POS-tags are
encoded in a multihot format. The labeling rules
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def pause_and_begin_char(doc):
for idx, token in enumerate(doc):

if idx > 0:
if (doc[idx-1].text == '#') and (doc[idx-1]._.dur > PAUSE)

and (doc[idx].text in BEGIN_CHAR):
yield idx,idx+1,'BDU'

else:
yield idx,idx+1,'ABS'

else:
yield idx,idx+1,'BDU'

Figure 2: Labelling Function example (pause combined with a DU-initiating character)

exploiting POS are formulated accordingly to this
ambiguous situation.

Characters vs. letters The corpus we are work-
ing with includes two versions of the transcription:
characters and romanization (as seen in example 1).
All our experiments were realized in both written
forms.

Prosodic boundaries This corpus comes with
prosodic break expert manual annotations. For the
gold dataset, we created two versions of the dataset
: one without any kind of prosodic information;
and one with a special token corresponding to
the presence / absence of a prosodic break. This
special token was added to the transcript in all
datasets (train / test / dev).

5 Results

The results comparing the general approach are pre-
sented in figure 3; the one related to the impact of
the written form used are in figures 4 and 5 and the
results of the prosody experiments are visualized
in 6. All the numbers can be checked in Annex 3.

Supervision or weak-supervision Our results3

(presented in Figure 3) shows that our weak-
supervision approach remains behind from the su-
pervised approach. This is true with large amount
of manually annotated training data (∼70K to-
kens)4 but the difference is already significant with

3In all the paper, the significance labels included in the
figures are corresponding to p-values of a t-test done on the
folds of the experiment. A difference between two conditions
is said to be significant (*/**/***) if t-testing the two series of
values coming from the folds for both conditions, yielded the
corresponding threshold p-values (0.05 / 0.01 / 0.001).

4For characters, supervised approach gives an f-score of
78.7 (p:77.0/r:80.5) while weak supervision only reaches a
52.0 f-score (p:55.7/r:50.4).

smaller amounts of training data (∼7K tokens)
for precision, recall and f-score (P:70.8/R:63.0/
F:66.7). Weak supervision does better only if ex-
tremely limited amount of training data is available
(∼700 tokens).

Which base units? The results of the experi-
ments show that different written forms (characters
vs. romanized) for the corpus yielded signicantly
different results. The difference between the two
versions of the corpus lies in the fact some roman-
ized tokens correspond to several characters (e.g.,
‘ah’ corresponds to ‘啊’, an utterance-initial/final
particle, and ‘矣’, a sentence-final particle and
perfective aspect marker; ‘e5’ corresponds to ‘的’,
a possessive marker and sentence-final particle,
‘个’, a classifier, and ‘鞋’, a noun for ‘shoe’.),
while there are also some, but much less, characters
that correspond to different romanizations (e.g.,
‘嘛’ correspond to ‘ma7’, which means ‘also’, and
‘mah’, a final particle). This situation conduced us
to propose several hypotheses. First of all, when
there is not a lot of fine-tuning data, having less
symbol types can help to get faster a robust model.
When more annotated data is available, having
more specific symbols should bring better results
by revolving some ambiguities. However, a second
fact to consider is that the LLM we are fine-tuning
(ROBERTA) includes Mandarin Chinese but not
Southern Min. We therefore hypothesized that
the character version should have an advantage
when very little amount is provided since the base
symbols are present in the model to fine-tune
while the romanized symbols featuring tone digits
should be something completely new for the model.

The results presented in Figure 4 show an advan-
tage to character based corpus with large amount
of fine-tuning data (Characters: 77.0/80.5/78.7 ;
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(a) Precision

(b) Recall

(c) F-score

Figure 3: Supervised vs. Weakly-supervised. blue :
200ms pause baseline; orange : romanized; green: char-
acters. From left to right _1:1% training data (∼700
toks), _10:∼7K toks), _100:∼70K toks)

(a) Precision

(b) Recall

(c) F-score

Figure 4: Characters vs. Romanized. blue: 200ms
pause baseline; orange: romanized; green: charac-
ters. From left to right _1:1% training data (∼700 toks),
_100:∼70K toks)
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(a) Precision (b) Recall (c) F-score

Figure 5: Amount of training data. orange: romanized corpus ; green: character version. From 1% training data
(∼700 toks) to 100% (∼70K toks). Dotted lines, blue: baseline, green and orange : weak supervision

Figure 6: Adding prosody. F-score

Romanized: 72.5/75.1/73.6). It seems to be also
the case when little amount of data is provided but
this difference did not reach statistical significance.
There also seems to be some complexities where
we could expect to find a sweet spot for the roman-
ized version (a little data for fine-tuning but not a
lot, see the precision and recall with 5% and 10%
of training data on figure 5) but the numbers do not
allow to conclude on this result.

Potential help from prosody Prosody informa-
tion used in this study had been manually added.
As explained above, this prosodic annotation is
however completely independent from the dis-
course segmentation. From a linguistic perspective,
prosody should help in segmenting discourse units
in speech since segmentation is one of the linguistic
function of prosody (Swerts, 1997; Hirschberg and
Grosz, 1992; Degand and Simon, 2009; Di Cristo,
2013). However, the recent work of (Gravellier
et al., 2021), realized in a similar framework as
ours, did not show the benefit of adding prosodic-
acoustic cues for performing discourse segmenta-
tion. This was based however on automatic acous-

tic extraction. Given the data available to us, we de-
cided to test whether "gold" prosodic segmentation
would help on discourse segmentation performance.
More precisely, every token in our dataset carries
the information of whether it is at the beginning of
a prosodic unit or not.

The base model we used did not allow for an
enrichment at the token level. We therefore trans-
lated the prosodic information into a token. More
precisely, for each start of labeled prosodic unit we
inserted a rare character in the transcript. The fig-
ure 6 illustrates the statistically significant benefit
of adding prosodic information for the characters
and romanized versions of the corpus. The increase
for the character version was +4.5,+2.5 and +3.5
for precision, recall and f-score respectively. These
increases might seem modest but one should re-
member that pause duration and turn information
was already taken into account before exploiting
these prosodic labels.

6 Error Analysis

To further understand how our models could be
improved we performed a detailed qualitative error
analysis of the various models output.

(1) is an example where the model trained on
gold and WS show the same segmentation error:
While the gold annotation does not segment this
sequence into two DUs, the models put a boundary
after the sentence-final particle ‘oh’ and a pause.
It is a representative example on the overuse of
pause as a segmentation cue, especially for the
WS-trained model. It also shows that the human
annotator has a stronger tendency to only segment
DUs with a main verb (thus ‘reversely my only
friend oh’ is not a DU) while also neglecting poten-
tial disfluencies and false starts (‘reversely is’). It
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(a) DU/PU-initial ‘ah’

(b) DU/PU-final ‘ah’

Figure 7: Illustration of prosodic help to discourse unit
segmentation: (a) The particle ‘ah’ being used as a DU-
initial marker is coincided with an intermediate phrase
break (BI-3) signaled by pitch reset, i.e., higher f0 at
‘ah’. (b) The particle is DU-final and exhibit lengthening
and continued f0 declination with the preceding sylla-
ble, both of which are characteristics of an intonational
phrase boundary (BI-4).

is worth noting that while the literal word sequence
contains ‘reversely is’, the whole phrase has the
same interpretation as ‘reversely’. The presence of
complex adverbs and/or discourse markers is likely
another reason that this task is challenging for the
models.

(1) ‘On the other hand, my boyfriend oh he would
still gone to see me’ (GEN: genitive marker;
PART: a marker similar to ba5 in Mandarin
ba construction.)

a. Gold annotation: [ah reversely is # re-
versely is I GEN boy friend oh # he still
would go PART me see]

b. Gold & WS-trained: [ah reversely is #
reversely is I GEN boy friend oh #] [he
still would go PART me see]

(2) is another example where the gold-trained
model oversegmented a DU that was viewed by the
human annotator as a noun and a relative clause
(‘The boyfriends that I had’).

(2) ‘The boyfriends that I had I always didn’t
marry them’

a. Gold annotation (and WS-trained): [I self
have GEN boy friend all all marry no
success]

b. Gold trained: [I self have GEN boy
friend] [all all marry no success]

Finally, (3) shows an example of how gold-
trained and WS-trained segmentation may differ
from the gold annotation in distinct ways. The gold
annotation has a DU boundary between the main
clause and the tag question, the former containing
some disfluencies. The model trained on gold an-
notation did not recognize the boundary with the
tag question and instead put a boundary before the
word ‘like this’ (an2-ne), which reflects the fact
that an2-ne is a discourse marker that can occur in
clause-initial and clause-final positions. The model
trained on WS data, on the other hand, did not put a
DU boundary for the entire sequence (thus having
an error of under-segmentation before ‘you know
not’), as there was no pause nor words that have a
strong tendency to start a DU in the corpus.

(3) ‘At that time, walking still didn’t require tip-
toeing, you know?’ (hyphen-connected units
denote a word in TSM).
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a. Gold annotation: [Then walking still
does-not like this does-not require tip-
toeing] [you know not]

b. Gold-trained: [Then walking still does-
not] [like-this does-not require tiptoeing
you know not]

c. WS-trained: [Then walking still does-not
like-this does-not require tiptoeing you
know not]

7 Discussion and Future Work

In this paper, we applied state-of-art techniques
of discourse segmentation to a dataset of Taiwan
Southern Min. We compared supervised and
weakly supervised approaches. Moreover the
linguistic information included in the original
dataset allowed us to test some hypotheses along
the way. We tested whether (i) it was easier to
segment with the character-based or romanized
version of the corpus ; and (ii) prosodic gold
labels could help these new models of discourse
segmentation.

An important overall result is that the approach
employed (fine-tuning a sequence-to-sequence
model) performs extremely well on this Taiwan
Southern Min corpus, a language not included in
the base Language Model (LLM) used. This is an
important result with regard to the applicability of
such approaches to low-resource languages for this
task. The longer term goal of this work is to apply
the best model we can build to a much larger cor-
pus of Taiwanese interviews. The results obtained
enable us to try to replicate existing studies on
discourse-prosody interface in spontaneous speech,
which have relied solely on manually annotated
data.

Getting into the comparison of the two ap-
proaches tested, we should remind here that the
scores obtained with gold annotations should
be taken as a top line for the weak supervision
approach. Indeed, the amount of manual gold
segmentation for this corpus is substantial and
does not aligh with the typical scenario for
adopting a weak-supervision approach. With
this consideration in mind, we observe that the
weakly supervised approach failed to produce
comparable results to the supervised setting. This
can be attributed on the one hand to the supervised
approach yielding highly competitive results

through fine-tuning with only about 10% of our
full amount of annotated data (corresponding
7K tokens, 700 discourse units); and on the
other hand to the relatively low performance of
our weakly supervised model. However, this
does not negate the potential interest of weak
supervision. Our current rules are rudimentary,
primarily using simple pauses, tokens information
and ambiguous POS-tags. We intend to enhance
these labeling rules in several directions: (i) using
a real POS-tagger that would reduce ambiguity ;
(ii) developing more sophisticated labeling rules to
address phenomena specific to spontaneous speech,
such as disfluencies.

Regarding the comparison between the
character-based and romanized versions of the
corpus, the clear conclusion is that the character
version consistently yields better results regardless
of the amount of fine-tuning data provided. This
could be attributed to both the benefit of lower
ambiguities of characters over romanized version
and to the presence of Mandarin data in ROBERTA.

Regarding prosody, this study has shown that, in
line with linguistic predictions and previous com-
putational models, but contrary to recent findings
on this task, prosodic information can indeed help
in discourse unit segmentation. The next obvious
step is to automatize the extraction of relevant
acoustic features that approximate efficiently the
manual annotations we had in this stydy. From the
primary prosodic features identified in (Shriberg
et al., 2000) for English, excluding the ones
already exploited by our pause and turn related
rules, we identify (i) pitch differences across
the discourse unit boundary, and (ii) duration
of phones and rhymes preceding the decision point.
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A Appendix

A.1 Global Results

(a) Precision

(b) Recall (c) F-score

Figure 8: Global Results blue: baseline, orange: romanized corpus ; green: character version
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prec mean prec std rec mean rec std fscore mean fscore std
pause baseline (200ms) 0.486618 0.060169 0.529578 0.068400 0.504385 0.050271
super. rom (700 toks) 0.616545 0.061804 0.344490 0.081643 0.435640 0.067387
super. char (700 toks) 0.652257 0.063328 0.398917 0.065834 0.490842 0.053958
weakly super. rom 0.601497 0.031159 0.524181 0.077477 0.557128 0.047371
weakly super. char 0.556877 0.064321 0.503797 0.098992 0.519769 0.055981
super. rom (7K) 0.654762 0.054972 0.601636 0.058013 0.624031 0.036572
super. char (7K) 0.707989 0.049716 0.629861 0.049157 0.666265 0.046354
super. rom (70K) 0.724710 0.040760 0.750888 0.052945 0.735763 0.028225
super. char (70K) 0.770644 0.020731 0.804883 0.036518 0.787142 0.025453
super. rom (70K) + pros 0.757477 0.027094 0.792695 0.034534 0.774099 0.020699
super. char (70K) + pros 0.814579 0.031807 0.829729 0.029347 0.821556 0.020996

Table 3: Global Results

A.2 Tokens and POS lists used in the labelling rules

A.2.1 POS list
BEGIN_POS = ['interjection']
END_POS = ['interjection', 'onomatopoeia', 'particle']
NON_BEGIN_POS = ['interrogative', 'locative', 'numeral', 'onomatopoeia', 'quantifier']
NON_END_POS = ['adposition', 'conjunction', 'numeral', 'pronoun']

A.2.2 Romanized token lists
BEGIN_UNI_ROM = ['tan7-si7', 'li5-chhiann2', 'sou2-i2', 'henn', 'ran2m-houm']
END_UNI_ROM = ['lah', 'bo', 'mah', 'neh', 'nia5', 'm']
BEGIN_BI_ROM = ['ah chit-ma2', 'ah na7', 'henn ah', 'li2 e7', 'ah i', 'in-ui7 li2',

'sou2-i2 gun2', 'ah ma7', 'sou2-i2 goa2', 'ah cho3', 'tan7-si7 goa2',
'ah si7','ah m7-koh','henn goa2','oh he','ah hit-chun7','ah chiah',
'tioh8 bo']

END_BI_ROM = ['bo5 lah', 'ni5 ah', 'u7 ah', 'e5 lah', 'ho2 chiah8', 'bo5 ah','ah lah',
'tioh8 ah', 'si5-chun7 honn', 'lah honn', 'henn ah', 'an2-ne lah',

'goa2 kam2-kak', 'khi3 ah', 'kam2-kak kong2', 'an2-ne nia5', 'e5 an2-ne',
'koe3 ah', 'tioh8 lah', 'ho2 ah', 'e5 oh', 'chai-iann2 kong2', 'e5 neh',
'kang5-khoan2 ah', 'ho2 lah', 'an2-ne honn', 'tioh8 bo']

B Labelling Rules

B.1 More examples

def very_long_pause(doc):
for idx, token in enumerate(doc):

if idx > 0:
if doc[idx-1].text in PAUSE_TOK and doc[idx-1]._.dur > VERY_LONG_PAUSE:

yield idx,idx+1,'BDU'
else:

yield idx,idx+1,'ABS'
else:

yield idx,idx+1,'BDU' #beginning of doc

def begin_pos(doc):
for idx, token in enumerate(doc):

if idx > 0:
for cat in string_to_list(doc[idx]._.pos_list):
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if cat in BEGIN_POS:
yield idx,idx+1,'BDU'

yield idx,idx+1,'ABS'
else:

yield idx,idx+1,'ABS'

B.2 Labeling Functions profles (Romanized)

annotator label conflict precision recall f1
1 non_end_pos NO 0.028 0.991 0.252 0.401
2 non_begin_pos NO 0.112 0.970 0.070 0.130
3 cluster_rom_neg NO 1.000 0.700 0.001 0.002
5 pause_ending_bi_rom BDU 0.109 0.927 0.048 0.092
6 pause_begin_pos BDU 0.112 0.888 0.082 0.151
7 begin_bi_rom BDU 0.121 0.888 0.090 0.163
8 pause_begin_bi_rom BDU 0.121 0.879 0.048 0.091
9 pause_endrom BDU 0.200 0.875 0.033 0.064
10 turn BDU 0.158 0.842 0.111 0.196
11 beginrom BDU 0.180 0.839 0.172 0.286
12 extreme_pause BDU 0.181 0.826 0.116 0.204
13 pause_beginrom BDU 0.181 0.819 0.064 0.119
14 cluster_rom_pos BDU 0.200 0.800 0.008 0.015
15 endrom BDU 0.318 0.773 0.016 0.032
16 very_long_pause BDU 0.263 0.741 0.144 0.241
17 long_pause BDU 0.417 0.588 0.235 0.335
18 pause_end_pos BDU 0.463 0.551 0.148 0.233
19 ending_bi_rom BDU 0.490 0.530 0.101 0.170
20 conjunction BDU 0.494 0.525 0.128 0.205
21 pause BDU 0.490 0.514 0.336 0.406
22 short_pause BDU 0.583 0.424 0.520 0.467
23 begin_pos BDU 0.597 0.410 0.160 0.230

Table 4: Label Functions profiles for Romanized version
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